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Warning

Dear user

Thanks for using our company's products, in order to fully make use of the

products, we sincerely suggests follow:

Please read this instructionin detail, and keep it well for further reading

and consulting.

Please follow the structionto fit and operate the machine correctly.

Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.

It forbids others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized

people  in the company.

It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the

professional  people.

Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.
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Filter

1 USB outlet for multi-media

function

2 Select switch

for manufacturer only)

3 Headphone outlet

4 Tripolar RF for eyes handle outlet

5 polar RF for body handle outlet

6 Tripolar RF for facial handle outlet

7 polar RF&vacuum handle outlet

8 General power switch

9 Power switch outlet
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Accessories

7 polar RF for body Tripolar RF for facial skin

Tripolar RF for eyes 8 polar RF&vacuum

Parts introduction
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Operation

1. .

2. .

① [4]

② [5].

③ [6].

④ [7].

3. [9],

Connect the screen to the host

Connect all accessories to the host

Insert handle to .

Connect power line turn on general power switch

tripolar RF for eyes

Insert 7 polar RF for body handle to

Insert tripolar RF for facial for body handle to

Insert 8 polar RF&vacuum handle to

Eyes around treatment

1 Click “tripolar RF for eyes” in interface as Fig 1,enter

interface as Fig 2.

2 Click “ ” “ ”to adjust RF intensity

1 weak 3 strong

3 Click “ ” “ ”to set treatment time for eyes around about

15 20 minutes

4 Click “start”

5 Apply gel on eyes around skin move in circle, the

electrode probe move from inside out, move to the temple,
don't let gel enter eyes. lift up the area of the Canthus and
eyebrow, move in line. The eye around skin is very
sensitive, so be careful, don't make the probes too
hot.dont let gel into eyes.
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Face treatment

1.Click “tripolar RF for facial” in interface as Fig 1, enter
interface as Fig 3.

2.Adjust output intensity:

3.Setting treatment time, about 20~30 minutes
4.Click “start”.

Divide the facial skin into two part from the middle, apply
gel, move the electrode probe from inside out, along the
direction of lymph, from the bottom up to do thermal
therapy. Do other side in the same way. Repeat for 5~8
times.
The Forehead has less fat, the edge of the eyebrows is
also very sensitive, and the output intensity should be
lowered.

When it finished, click “EXIT”

1 weak 5 strong（ ）~ （ ）。
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Body treatment-slimming&shaping

1.Click “8 polar vacuum for body”, enter interface

as Fig 5.

2.Adjust RF output

Intensity:1(weak)~10(strong).

Setting

working time, about 20 minutes.

3.Click “vacuum mode”, in interface as Fig

6,choose vacuum working mode, mode 1~6.

4.Click “start”.

5.Clean skin,apply essential oil, adjust radio

frequency intensity, don't make it too strong, just

keep it warm.

6.You can change the vacuum working mode, click

“pause” before changing.

7.Clean the handle and sterilize after use.

Adjust vacuum

output intensity:10(weak)~100(strong).

Other

Click setting in interface as Fig

Click “multimedia” enter interface as Fig insert USB

to [1],insert headphone to [3].

Click basic setting enter interface as Fig

" " 1.

① 7,

② " ", 8.

Notes “advanced setting” is for manufacturer

only.

(Fig 5)
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Body treatment fat dissolving-

1.Click “7 polar RF for body”, enter interface as Fig 4.

2.Adjust output intensity:1(weak)~10(strong).

3.Setting working time, about 20~30 minutes.

4.Click “start”.

5.Apply gel,If there is much fat, you can increase the

output intensity.

6.When the treatment finished, click “Exit”.clean the gel

on skin.
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Forbidden group

1.People with heart disease or high blood pressure,or configured cardiac pacemaker.

2.Patients with acute inflammation,asthma, deep vein thrombosis, thyroncus,cancer.

3.People with hemorrhagic disease, trauma or who is bleeding.

4.Pregnant women

5.Medical Plastic parts, or parts with artificial infilling inside.

6.People with metal inside the body(include metallic tooth)

7.Patient with skin inflammation or with edema.

8.People with an abnormal immune system.

9.Numb or insensitive to heat.

Caution
1.Wear insulated gloves during operation

2.Do not wear any aglet, both for the beautician and the users.

3.The electrode probe must be fully in contact with skin.

4.Do not make the RF electrode stay on any part without moving.keep it moving on skin

slowly.

5.Skin around eyes and forehead is very thin,the RF output intensity should be relatively

weakened.

6.Clear the filter cup after use.

Cleaning Methods:Put some paper at the bottom of the filter bottle,rise the valve

with your fingers, let the oil leak.
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Annex list

1.Host

2.Power line

3.User manual

4.IC card

5.Toucher

6.Tripolar RF handle for eyes

7.Tripolar RF handle for facial

8.7 polar RF handle

9. polar RF&vacuum

10.Seal ring

11.Monitor

12.Hexagonal screws

13.Hexagon wrench

14.Tutorial CD
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Voltage：AC220V/50Hz                                       Power：! 150W

1set

1pc

1copy

2pcs

1pc

1pc

1pc

1pc

1pc

5pcs

1pc

4pcs

1pc

1pc

Technical parameters




